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Abstract

Reciprocating sliding tests with ball-on-flat geometry were performed on a duplex coating at low speeds in moist air (RH=60%). The coating, 55 nm MoS$_2$ on 35 nm of TiN, was deposited by ion-beam assisted deposition onto a steel substrate. Friction coefficient ($\mu$) and electrical contact resistance ($R_c$) measurements were recorded at $\sim$2$\mu$m intervals along the track; these spatially resolved measurements were compared to the more commonly presented cycle-averaged values. The last-cycle tracks of several runs were also analyzed by a variety of microscopies and spectroscopies to identify compositions and determine thicknesses of films on the tracks and balls. $R_c$ measurements, both averaged and spatially resolved, were more sensitive to coating damage and loss than $\mu$ measurements. In the averaged data, fluctuations in $R_c$ were observed before fluctuations in $\mu$. Spatially resolved data showed that local drops in $R_c$ could be detected as early as 20% of life. Additionally, recovery of both high $\mu$ and low $R_c$ regions, interpreted as healing of damage in the contact, occurs. Friction coefficient data were insensitive to changes in MoS$_2$ coating thickness; conversely, $R_c$ followed wear track thickness and consequently may provide an in situ method of monitoring coating wear.
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1. Introduction

Understanding the conditions within a sliding contact (including changes in thickness of the film separating the interfaces, composition of films, loss of material as debris, etc.) is a complicated task due to the “buried” nature of the interface. Often, friction coefficient is the only method to monitor the condition of a sliding contact during an experiment. For thin solid lubricant films such as MoS$_2$, the friction coefficient can be remarkably stable, despite the fact that much of the MoS$_2$ coating is worn early in the life of the contact [1-6]; this stability makes it difficult to sense coating loss using friction or torque signals [7,8]. The friction stability has been attributed to replenishment of the contact by transfer of worn MoS$_2$ [3,4,9] from lubricant reservoirs [6,10] and to the need for only a few layers of MoS$_2$ to sustain low $\mu$ [11].

An additional means of monitoring the condition of a sliding contact is through measuring the electrical contact resistance ($R_c$) of the sliding interface. $R_c$ measurements previously have been used to investigate area of contact, stick/slip events and breakdown of hydrodynamic lubrication [e.g. 12-14]. Contact resistance of solid lubricants in metallic composites [15] as well as burnished films of MoS$_2$ [16] have also been studied. Belin and Martin [17] recently demonstrated that complementary pictures of the condition of the contact can be obtained by simultaneous recording of spatially resolved electrical contact resistance and friction measurements. The technique, called “triboscopy,” monitors the evolution of time dependent local phenomena (e.g. breakthrough of a non-conductive coating), with a spatial resolution limited by contact size.

The purpose of this study is to investigate the ability of triboscopy to monitor the sliding wear behavior of MoS$_2$ coatings. Triboscopic data were acquired from a MoS$_2$ coating that was very thin in order to allow accelerated wear testing; sliding tests ranged from 512 to 2048 cycles. After testing at steady state as well as to failure, selected worn ball and track surfaces were characterized with ex situ surface analyses. The surface analytical results, combined with the triboscopic data, allowed interpretation of the last cycle $\mu$ and $R_c$ data in terms of wear, material transfer, and chemistry of the sliding interface. General observations from the triboscopy experiments will be presented. Additionally, we will use what we learned from this combination of
techniques to make inferences about the history of the wear process, as well as the potential of $R_c$ measurements for prediction of wear and lubricant failure.

2. Experimental procedure

2.1. Coating Deposition

A duplex MoS$_2$ coating was deposited by ion-beam assisted deposition (IBAD) to a thickness of 55 nm on a TiN-coated 440C steel substrate [18]. MoS$_2$ deposition conditions (200°C, ion-to-atom ratio 0.4) were chosen to obtain a preferred basal orientation (the (001) planes parallel to the substrate), as determined by X-ray diffraction [19]. The thin (35 nm) layer of TiN was deposited on the steel to act as a diffusion barrier [20].

2.2. Tribological Characterization

Reciprocating ball-on-flat sliding experiments were performed in ambient air (60% RH) using 6.35 mm diameter 52100 steel balls. The sliding speed was 0.66 mm/s over a stroke (track) length of 1 mm. Loads of 4.0 and 10.0 N were used. Under these conditions, the maximum Hertzian pressures were 1.0 and 1.4 GPa and Hertzian contact diameters 88 and 120 µm, respectively. The very thin MoS$_2$ coating and high relative humidity environment were chosen to allow accelerated testing, as both high humidity [21] and reduced lubricant thickness [4,22] are known to decrease the endurance of MoS$_2$ coatings. Eleven sliding experiments were run, to a maximum of 2048 cycles; two of these will be presented in detail here.

The reciprocating sliding test apparatus used for these experiments monitors both tangential force and electrical contact resistance and has been described previously [17]. Briefly, friction and resistance signals are acquired with a computer programmed to sample and store data at equal time intervals during the forward sliding cycle. The time intervals are then converted to displacement intervals to establish the relative position along the track; however, this leads to slight misrepresentation of position because the finite stiffness of the measurement arm delays onset of sliding.

In this paper, the data are presented in two ways. First, data for each sliding cycle are averaged then presented in the traditional format of $\mu^{av}$ vs. cycle and log $R_c^{av}$ vs. cycle. Secondly, $\mu$ and log $R_c$ values are presented using a greyscale map format, called “triboscopic” images: data
as a function of wear track position are shown on the horizontal axis and as a function of sliding cycle on the vertical axis. The contrast in the images makes it easy to recognize changes along the track in a given cycle and at a given location on the track as sliding progresses. Contrast variations will be described in the text as either *local* (within a specific region of a track) or *global* (along the entire track).

The spatial resolution of the image is related to both the total number of data points acquired along the track length and the Hertzian contact zone. In these experiments, 512 data points were acquired along the track; therefore each pixel in the image corresponds to a ~2 µm increment along the track. However, the actual spatial resolution is a convolution of the corresponding pixel size and the contact area (in this case, the Hertzian diameter).

2.3. Surface Analyses

After the reciprocating sliding tests, wear tracks on the coated flat and ball wear scars were examined optically and with several surface analytical techniques. Micro-Raman spectroscopy was performed using a Renishaw imaging microscope equipped with a low-power Ar⁺ laser (514 nm) operated at less than 25 mW to avoid oxidation of the material analyzed; spectrometer resolution was 1 cm⁻¹ and the diameter of the spot analyzed was 2 µm. Compositions were inferred from spectra acquired with standard reference materials. Worn coating and ball transfer films were also examined using both a thin window Tracor Northern energy dispersive x-ray spectrometer (EDS) and a Physical Electronics PHI 660 scanning Auger microprobe (SAM); both instruments were housed in the same UHV chamber. EDS spectra were obtained at a beam energy of 10 keV, beam current 2.0 nA and detector take-off angle of 25°. Auger spectra were acquired using primary electron beam energies between 3 and 10 keV, and sputter depth profiling was performed with a 3 keV Ar⁺ ion beam. Sensitivity factors supplied with the microprobe were used to obtain normalized Auger intensities. Integrated intensity of the overlapping Mo and S peaks from the EDS spectra were used to estimate the thickness of MoS₂ remaining in the wear tracks and transferred to the ball surfaces [23, 24].
3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Triboscopy of MoS$_2$

3.1.1. Evolution of averaged data

Figure 1a shows average friction coefficient ($\mu_{av}$) vs. cycle for two sliding tests at 4.0 N load, stopped at 512 and 2048 sliding cycles. The friction coefficient rose during the first several hundred cycles, remained smooth and nearly constant (0.15) up to ~1000 cycles, dropped slightly then fluctuated somewhat up to ~1500 cycles. Finally, after ~1500 cycles, friction increased sharply and became erratic; but recovering several times to near 0.15.

Figure 1b shows average electrical contact resistance, $R_{cav}$, vs. cycle recorded simultaneously with the friction measurements. After a rapid rise of as much as one order of magnitude during the first 100 cycles, $R_{cav}$ remained between 100 and 1000$\Omega$, but fluctuated more than $\mu_{av}$. At around 1000 cycles (where the friction dropped and began to fluctuate), $R_{cav}$ showed a larger drop and greater fluctuations than $\mu_{av}$. At ~1300 cycles, $R_{cav}$ increased sharply and fluctuated over several orders of magnitude; these erratic fluctuations began several hundred cycles before similar fluctuations in $\mu_{av}$.

3.1.2. Triboscopic images of $\mu$ and $R_c$

Triboscopic images of the data presented in Fig. 1 are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. In the images, darker regions indicate lower values and lighter regions higher values of both $\mu$ and $R_c$ (see calibration bars beneath images). Note that due to artifacts in the data acquisition, data at the edges of the images, acquired during the turn-around portions of sliding, are somewhat ragged and will be ignored.

Triboscopic friction images displayed very little contrast in the early stages of sliding. By 200 to 300 cycles, the left side of the images showed higher friction than the right for both the 512 (Fig. 2) and 2048 (Fig. 3) cycle tests, with friction on the left increasing as sliding continued. This is consistent with the observations of the $\mu_{av}$ data (Fig. 1a) early in sliding, where $\mu$ increased smoothly. Between ~1000 and 1500 cycles (Fig. 3), friction decreased slightly along the left side of the wear track periodically and at times the entire length of the track had low friction; this behavior corresponds to the region in the $\mu_{av}$ data when the friction suddenly dropped and became noisier. Finally, friction images occasionally displayed sharp increases in friction, either along all
or parts of the track length (see Fig. 3 at ~1530 cycles and beyond). Recovery of low friction in sections along the track (e.g. from ~200 to 800 µm between ~1650 and 1750 cycles, and ~1850 to the end of the test) correlates to drops in the $\mu^{\text{av}}$ data seen in Fig 1a.

The contact resistance images showed even more contrast variations than the friction images. Moreover, the variations began before changes in $\mu$ were observed. Early in sliding, the variations in $R_c$ were sometimes quite large (over several orders of magnitude) along the length of the wear tracks (see Fig. 2, region A and Fig. 3, first 500 cycles); the increase, then decrease of $R_c$ accounts for the early variation seen in the $R_c^{\text{av}}$ data (Fig. 1b). Between ~1000 and 1300 cycles (Fig. 3), $R_c$ was low on the right side of the image and periodically high in localized regions on the left side of the track; these localized increases result in increased noise in the corresponding $R_c^{\text{av}}$ data. As sliding continued, sudden large increases in $R_c$ across the entire image were observed (Fig. 3, ~1300 cycles); ~300 cycles later, $R_c$ fell several orders of magnitude. This behavior was repeated and corresponds to the large (2-3 orders of magnitude) fluctuations in the $R_c^{\text{av}}$ data.

An additional feature was observed in a number of the $R_c$ triboscopy images (but not in the friction images): discrete, low $R_c$ regions (generally < 10Ω) were seen as early as 300 cycles (see e.g. Fig. 2, region B, marked by small squares). Examples of the low $R_c$ regions can be more clearly seen in another test run at a higher load (10 N), shown in Fig. 4. The first low $R_c$ region can be found from ~350 and 380 cycles, on the right side of the track between ~750 and 800 µm. Between ~400 and 450 cycles, this low $R_c$ region disappeared, but then reappeared at ~460 and ~500 cycles in essentially the same location along the track; by 700 cycles, low $R_c$ regions covering even larger portions of the track were observed. These localized regions along the track exhibited recovery phenomena analogous to that observed in the friction data, returning to values consistent with other nearby (unaffected) regions. No changes in friction were associated with the discrete variations in $R_c$.

The triboscopic images resolved fluctuations in $\mu$ and $R_c$ and pinpointed locations of these regions along the wear track; however, they do not reveal what physical processes caused these variations. Triboscopic results raised but did not answer several questions:

- What are the low resistance regions: are they different composition, or holes in the coating?
• How much coating wear has occurred, and can the coating thickness be inferred from either the $\mu$ or $R_c$ data?

To answer the above questions, *ex situ* optical and chemical analyses of the worn surfaces were performed.

3.2. Characterization of worn surfaces

3.2.1. Analysis and interpretation of 512 cycle track

Figure 5 shows the last cycle $\mu$ and $R_c$ data from the 512 cycle test shown in Fig. 2. Both $\mu$ and $R_c$ varied across the track: $\mu$ was highest on the left side of the track, but had a minimum where $R_c$ had a maximum on the right third of the track.

Optical micrographs of the worn ball and track surfaces are shown in Fig. 6. On the flat, the wear track was about 90 $\mu$m wide, consistent with the Hertzian calculation of the contact diameter. The track had worn unevenly along its length (as well as its width): the right side still appeared to have coating remaining, while the left side had gold-colored (dark) areas where the TiN layer was visible, as well as a bright, shiny spot. Raman spectra from the track were similar to the as-deposited MoS$_2$, even in the areas where TiN was observed optically. SAM of the latter region revealed that while MoS$_2$ was still on the track surface, both TiN and steel Fe(Cr) oxide were exposed in some of the thinned areas. EDS estimates of the average thickness of MoS$_2$ remaining at various points along the wear track are plotted in Fig. 7.

On the ball surface, debris had accumulated in and around the contact zone. Raman spectra indicated that the debris in the contact zone consisted of MoS$_2$ and some graphite-like material; EDS revealed Mo and S with some C and O present, and SAM spectra also suggested mixed MoS$_2$ and graphite-like carbon. Thickness of the debris on the ball was estimated from the integrated EDS Mo+S peak intensity. The average thickness in the center of the wear scar was ~7 nm, while small patches of debris and the material around the edges were found to be considerably thicker. None of the analytical techniques detected the presence of Ti (from the TiN layer) on the ball, indicating that only MoS$_2$ was worn from the track. A summary of compositions identified on the track and ball surfaces is presented in Table 1.

The $\mu$ and $R_c$ behavior can be accounted for by the compositions and thicknesses of the worn surfaces. Since both $\mu$ and $R_c$ data were reproducible over the last 20-30 sliding cycles,
variations in $\mu$ and $R_c$ during the last sliding cycle can be associated with wear track features rather than the ball transfer film evolution. The friction coefficient was higher on the left side of the wear track, where the MoS$_2$ coating had thinned considerably, exposing TiN and steel. Thus, higher local friction coefficient was due to MoS$_2$ on the ball rubbing part of the time on exposed TiN and/or steel on the track. On the other hand, the $R_c$ data showed the lowest values on the left (thinned) side of the track, and highest values on the thicker side. Furthermore, the shape of the EDS MoS$_2$ thickness vs. position data was remarkably similar to the shape of $R_c$ vs. position on the wear track (see Figs. 5b and 7); this suggests that changes in $R_c$ might be due to variations in wear track thickness.

The resistivity of the interfacial film separating the steel ball and substrate can be estimated by correlating $R_c$ and thickness data. The resistance through a contact is controlled by the contact area, $A$, the thickness of the interfacial film, $t$, and the resistivity of the film, $\rho$. In the simplest case, this relationship can be represented as

$$R_c = \frac{\rho \cdot t}{A}. \quad (1)$$

For MoS$_2$, the Hertzian area is a reasonable estimate of the contact area [25]. The interfacial film thickness was estimated as $t_{transfer} + t_{coating}$, where $t_{transfer} \sim$7 nm and $t_{coating}$ values are given in Fig. 7. This combined thickness, together with the $R_c$ values as a function of position along the track (Fig. 5b), were used to calculate $\rho$ by Eq. 1. We obtained an average value of $\sim$75 $\Omega$m for the resistivity of the interface material. For reference, the resistivity of single crystal MoS$_2$ is very anisotropic: 63 $\Omega$m (perpendicular) and 0.015 (parallel) to the basal planes [26]. The other interface material, TiN, should have resistivity several orders lower ($\sim$10$^{-7}$ $\Omega$m [27]). The resistivity of the interfacial film agrees remarkably well with that of basal-oriented MoS$_2$. While we haven’t measured the perpendicular resistivity of our coatings, we know that prior to sliding the IBAD MoS$_2$ coating is basally oriented and fully dense [28], and that during sliding MoS$_2$ transfer films orient with the basal planes parallel to the sliding interface [29,30]. This result, while singular, is encouraging and suggests that $R_c$ might be used to quantitatively monitor coating wear.
3.2.2. Analysis and interpretation of 2048 cycle track

The last pass $\mu$ and $R_c$ data are shown in Fig. 8. The friction coefficient was high and uneven across the track, with largest values near the turnaround points. Contact resistance was fairly uniform across the track, except at the left end of the track at the onset of sliding.

Optical micrographs of the ball and track surfaces are shown in Fig. 9. In the micrograph, the wear track appears bright and shiny, except where covered by dark (reddish-brown) patches. Some of the TiN layer was visible (gold) at the extreme edges of the track. Both Raman and SAM confirmed that the shiny areas of the track were depleted of MoS$_2$ and TiN, with iron oxide as the predominant species on both the shiny areas and dark patches. The ball surface was rough and heavily worn, with copious debris surrounding the contact zone. Raman and SAM analyses indicated only iron oxide debris in the contact zone, although some MoS$_2$ remained in debris outside the contact zone. Raman spectra also showed the presence of graphite-like material in the debris. EDS indicated that the center of the ball wear scar contained some Ti (from the TiN layer), hence TiN as well as MoS$_2$ were worn from the track. A summary of surface compositions identified on the track and ball surfaces is presented in Table 2.

No correlation between the last pass friction and $R_c$ is obvious. However, higher friction was found at regions of the track with higher concentrations of brown patches (oxides); this behavior is consistent with earlier studies showing that friction coefficients for steel vs. steel can vary between 0.2 and 0.6 depending on the phase of the third body oxide debris [31,32]. In addition, the resistance of the contact can be influenced by oxides in the interface. Therefore, the buildup of oxide debris can account for both the friction coefficient as well as the relatively high $R_c$ late in sliding.

3.3. Interpretation of triboscopy images

3.3.1. 512 Cycle Test

The higher friction on the left side of the track as early as 100 cycles suggests that the coating began to thin there, leading to bare TiN patches by 512 cycles; this is also consistent with lower $R_c$ values on that side during the test. The regions of very low $R_c$ (Fig. 2, B) occurred intermittently at locations along the track where exposed TiN and steel were observed. We speculate that these regions indicate breakthrough of the MoS$_2$ coating to the TiN layer, while
recovery (low to higher $R_c$) is associated with replenishment of MoS$_2$ to either the track or the ball. Since our observations showed that the track had exposed TiN and steel even after $R_c$ had recovered, healing of the worn track surfaces by retransfer of MoS$_2$ was not likely responsible for recovery. Instead, recovery was probably due to reapplication or redistribution of MoS$_2$ on the ball. Redistribution of lubricant on the ball is consistent with the observations of both Sliney [33] and Berthier [34], who by optical observations through transparent concentrated contacts demonstrated the ease of plastic deformation and flow of MoS$_2$.

While the above interpretation of the reductions in $R_c$ could be attributed to localized coating wear observed on the worn track surface, we cannot account for the very high resistivity observed early in sliding (Fig. 2, A). No gradient in friction was observed in the corresponding friction image and, when the test was stopped, the worn surface in this area was nearly as thick as when sliding began. An extremely thick transfer film, constriction resistance, or even a bit of oxide debris or dust trapped on the track might account for this feature.

### 3.3.2. 2048 Cycle Test

Early on, sliding took place between MoS$_2$ on the track and on the ball, and the friction and $R_c$ data exhibited similar behavior to the 512 cycle test. As more MoS$_2$ was worn away and the underlying TiN and steel were exposed, the $\mu$ and $R_c$ images became noisier. By the end of the test, only oxidized steel and iron oxide debris remained; then, sliding was controlled by these oxide surface films and $\mu$ and $R_c$ were erratic. We speculate that the variation in $\mu$ and $R_c$ at the end of the test was related to the buildup and loss of these oxide films within the sliding interface.

### 3.3. Implications

These experiments have demonstrated that the electrical contact resistance of steel vs. MoS$_2$ contacts was sensitive to changes occurring early in sliding, generally well before the friction signal was affected. This was true for both averaged data and triboscopy images; the latter, however, added a means of monitoring specific locations along the tracks where $\mu$ and $R_c$ variations were taking place. Regions of low relative $R_c$ values (either localized as shown in Fig. 2, region B and Fig. 4, or as a gradient along the track, Fig. 5b) were attributed to thinning of the MoS$_2$ coating. Friction was not significantly affected in these thinned regions; recent studies of lubrication by MoS$_2$ films have revealed that as few as 1 or 2 monolayers can provide low friction
sliding [11]. Thus $R_c$ may provide a more sensitive means of monitoring wear or degradation of MoS$_2$ coatings, where redistribution of lubricant through transfer processes may mask the location of damaged regions for thousands of cycles [6]. In addition, the sensitivity of $R_c$ to contact changes suggests that $R_c$ measurements would be suitable for tracking performance of remotely deployed bearings (e.g. satellite gimbals), where monitoring coating damage and predicting the remaining useful lifetime would be advantageous. Based on the present experimental results, further investigation of triboscopy for failure prediction of solid lubricants seems warranted.

4. Summary and Conclusions

Data from real time, spatially resolved friction and electrical contact resistance measurements were coupled with *ex situ* optical and chemical analyses of worn surfaces. The friction coefficient of steel vs. MoS$_2$ in ambient air was insensitive to substantial changes in MoS$_2$ thickness and even to localized damage in the MoS$_2$ coating. In contrast, contact resistance was sensitive to changes in the contact early in sliding life, suggesting that monitoring the contact resistance may provide a better means of predicting failure in MoS$_2$ sliding contacts than friction alone.

From these experiments, a number of conclusions can be drawn:

1. Both averaged and spatially resolved electrical contact resistance measurements were more sensitive to MoS$_2$ coating loss or damage than friction force measurements.
   - local fluctuations (both low and high) of $R_c$ were observed long before any rises or fluctuations in $\mu$
   - local drops in $R_c$ were detected as early as 300 sliding cycles.
2. Friction coefficient was insensitive to changes in MoS$_2$ coating thickness until a significant area of underlying materials were exposed.
3. Recovery of both localized high $\mu$ and low $R_c$ regions occurred.
4. $R_c$ was correlated to wear track thickness and may furnish an indication of early coating wear that $\mu$ cannot provide.
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Tables

Table 1. Compositions of 512 cycle ball and track surfaces inferred from surface analyses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Ball</th>
<th>Track</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>micro-Raman</td>
<td>MoS$_2$</td>
<td>MoS$_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C (graphite-like)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDS</td>
<td>Mo+S, some C,O</td>
<td>Mo+S, Ti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAM</td>
<td>MoS$_2$</td>
<td>MoS$_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fe(Cr) oxide and TiN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Compositions of 2048 cycle ball and track surfaces inferred from surface analyses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Ball</th>
<th>Track</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>micro-Raman</td>
<td>C (graphite-like) + Fe$_2$O$_3$</td>
<td>Fe$_2$O$_3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MoS$_2$ (only at sides)</td>
<td>no MoS$_2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDS</td>
<td>center highly oxidized</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>small Mo+S, Ti</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAM</td>
<td>Fe oxide</td>
<td>Fe(Cr) oxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>no MoS$_2$ or TiN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure Captions

Figure 1. (a) Average friction coefficient, $\mu^{av}$ and (b) electrical contact resistance, $R_c^{av}$ for steel balls sliding against 55 nm thick MoS$_2$ in 60% RH air. The examples shown were run to 512 and 2048 cycles.

Figure 2. Triboscopic images for $\mu$ and $R_c$ for the 512 cycle test from Fig. 1. Gray-scale calibration bars for $\mu$ and $R_c$ are shown beneath the images.

Figure 3. Composite triboscopic images for $\mu$ and $R_c$ for the 2048 cycle test from Fig. 1. Gray-scale calibration bars for $\mu$ and $R_c$ are shown beneath the images.

Figure 4. Composite triboscopic $R_c$ image from a test run to 1536 cycles at 10 N load. The calibration bar for $R_c$ is shown beneath the image.

Figure 5. Spatially resolved (a) $\mu$ and (b) $R_c$, as a function of track position, for the last sliding pass before the 512 cycle test was stopped.

Figure 6. Optical micrographs of (a) ball and (b) track surfaces for the steel ball against MoS$_2$ after 512 sliding cycles.

Figure 7. Average thickness of MoS$_2$ coating in wear track, as determined by integration of the EDS (Mo+S) intensity [see text for details].

Figure 8. Spatially resolved (a) $\mu$ and (b) $R_c$, as a function of approximate track position, for the last sliding pass before the 2048 cycle test was stopped.

Figure 9. Optical micrographs of (a) ball and (b) track surfaces for the steel ball against MoS$_2$ after 2048 sliding cycles.
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